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MR. IESTYN WILLIAMS 
PARTNER, RBB ECONOMICS 

Iestyn Williams is a Partner in RBB Economics’ London office.  He has many years of 
experience providing economics advice across a diverse range of competition law 
settings, and in preparing expert reports for court and tribunal proceedings.  He has 
also provided training and prepared studies for competition authorities, including co-
authoring a recent study for the European Commission on the passing-on of 
overcharges.  After undergraduate studies at Cambridge University, Iestyn obtained 
MSc and PhD degrees from the London School of Economics, and was an academic 
economist before embarking on his consulting career. 

 

 

UNIV.-PROF. DR. GEORG KODEK 
JUDGE, AUSTRIAN SUPREME COURT 

Georg E. Kodek studied law at the University of Vienna and at Northwestern University 
School of Law. In 1991, he was appointed a district court judge in Vienna. After serving 
at the superior court of Eisenstadt and the Vienna Court of Appeals, in 2006 he was 
appointed to the Austrian Supreme Court. In addition, he is professor of civil and 
commercial law at the Vienna University of Economics and Business. He has published 
extensively in the fields of civil and commercial law and civil procedure law. 

  

 

DR. MARTIN SEEGERS  
SENIOR LEGAL COUNSEL AND PARTNER, CDC CARTEL DAMAGE CLAIMS CONSULTING 

Martin is a Partner at CDC Cartel Damage Claims Consulting. He studied law in Cologne, 
Paris and Washington D.C. He wrote a PhD thesis on damage claims under European 
and International Law. Prior to joining CDC in 2007, Martin worked with the 
competition practice group of Linklaters and the Competition Directorate of the 
European Commission. He publishes on and teaches private enforcement of 
competition law. His responsibilities include the coordination and management of 
Europe-wide damage actions. 
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MS. SABINE ZIGELSKI 
SENIOR COMPETITION EXPERT, OECD 

Design and realisation of capacity building assistance and policy advice through 
workshops, seminars and training programmes on competition law and policy for 
officials in competition enforcement agencies and other parts of government 
mainly in East and South East Europe, sector regulators, judges and the Hungarian 
competition authority GVH. Prior to joining the OECD Sabine worked as senior case 
manager at the German Bundeskartellamt for more than 20 years and has extensive 
enforcement experience in all areas of competition law. 

 
 

MR. TAMÁS SZÁMADÓ 
HEAD OF THE LITIGATION SECTION OF THE GVH 

Tamás Számadó works at the GVH since 2010 now being head of the Litigation 
Section representing the GVH before the administrative court in proceedings 
against its decisions. Earlier as head of Legal Section was responsible for GVH’s 
replying national courts’ amicus curiae requests, and also took part in the Hungarian 
expert team counselling the government representatives during the negotiations on 
the damages directive at the Council. Before joining GVH, he worked at the 
Hungarian Ministry of Justice, taking part in the works on translating the acquis 
communautaire into Hungarian, and after Hungary’ accession was responsible for 
monitoring and co-ordinating proper and timely transposition of EU legislation in 
Hungary. Besides these he was leading some codification works of horizontal nature 
in the field of consumer protection and legislation governing services. He obtained a 
degree in law at Eötvös Loránd University, Budapest in 2001. 

 

MR. VIVIEN TERRIEN 
RÉFÉRENDAIRE, PRESIDENT JAEGER’S CHAMBERS, GENERAL COURT OF THE EU 

Vivien Terrien works as a référendaire for Marc Jaeger, President of the General 
Court of the EU. Before joining the Court in 2009, Vivien practiced as a competition 
lawyer in Paris at Linklaters and, then, in Brussels at WilmerHale. In addition to 
writing articles on EU litigation, antitrust and institutional law topics and lecturing at 
the Paris II Panthéon Assas and Lorraine Universities, he regularly intervenes as a 
speaker on competition law matters for the OECD, the Academy of European Law 
(ERA) and before the Chinese competition authorities. Vivien qualified as a Paris and 
New York attorney after obtaining law degrees from Harvard Law School, the 
College of Europe, and the Universities of Paris II Panthéon Assas and Nantes. 
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